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Abstract—The inlet air temperature of a data center is directly related to the efficiency of the cooling system. If the temperature can be raised without significant negative impacts on the power consumption and lifetime reliability of the IT equipments, the data center cooling can be more efficient and the cost of operation can be reduced.

In this work, we analyze the power overhead and reliability loss of a server system by raising its operating temperature. By making changes to the processor implementation, our simulation results show that the total power consumption of data center can be reduced by 10% to 30% with 10°C to 15°C increase in inlet air temperature, while achieving the same reliability and performance goals.

I. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of cloud computing has resulted in the growing contribution of data centers to the total energy consumption. In 2005, data centers accounted for 1.2% of total electricity consumption of the United States [1]. With semiconductor, circuit and system technology improvements, significant improvements have been made in server system energy efficiency [2]. Meanwhile, the server system power is only a part of the power consumption in data centers. According to [3], the cooling system accounts for 25% to 67% of the total power consumption in a data center. This makes it essential to co-optimize both the computing system and cooling system.

Several contributions have been made to optimize data center cooling efficiency. For example, the use of an economizer has been proposed [3] to directly dissipate the heat to the ambient world. However, free cooling from economizers can be used only when the ambient temperature is sufficiently low. Current cooling objectives for the inlet air temperature range from 20°C to 25°C in most data centers. They follow the standards set by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE). However, the standard is supported by relatively dated studies [4]–[6].

For all cooling methods, energy consumption can be significantly reduced if the tolerable inlet air temperature can be increased [7]. This is usually undesirable due to the increase in server operating temperature (junction temperature). High junction temperature can result in reduced component lifetime reliability, degraded performance and increased power consumption. However, for modern silicon technologies, we make the following observations:

- Performance does not depend significantly on temperature and may even improve with increasing temperature for some future technologies [8].
- Server system lifetime may not strongly depend on temperature. Though server system energy consumption is dominated by the processor [9], failures in server systems are dominated by disk storage [10]. Disk failure mechanisms are not strongly temperature-dependent [11].

Based on these two observations, in this paper we explore the possibility of saving total data center energy consumption by designing processors to work at higher temperatures. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the effect of temperature on circuits. Section III provides the analysis of data center power. Potential power savings are explored in Section IV through simulation, and Section V concludes the paper.

II. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF CIRCUIT METRICS

A server system power profile depends on the exact configuration and applications. Measured server system power breakdown examples from [12] are shown in Figure 1. Given that the processor can account for over half of server power consumption, in this section we study the temperature dependence of power, performance and reliability of a processor.

A. Power and Delay Analysis

Switched capacitance, and hence dynamic power, has a weak linear dependence on temperature, while leakage power increases exponentially with temperature. For a commercial 45nm technology, the leakage of an inverter gate doubles every 55°C rise of junction temperature, as shown in Figure 2(a).

Figure 2(b) shows that inverter chain delay degrades at the rate of only 0.042%/°C in the operating temperature range of 50°C to 150°C! According to [13], elevated temperature will result in decreased electric mobility and threshold voltage. Circuit delay can be modeled using alpha-power model [14] as:

\[ Delay \propto \frac{V_{dd}}{\mu(T)(V_{dd} - V_{th}(T))^\alpha} \]

where \( V_{dd} \) is the supply voltage, \( T \) is the junction temperature, \( \mu \) is the electric mobility, \( V_{th} \) is the threshold voltage and \( \alpha \) is a technology-dependent parameter which is usually between 1 and 2. Technology scaling and lowered supply voltages (i.e., lowered \( V_{dd} - V_{th}(T) \)) can result in counter-intuitive improved performance with increasing temperature.
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Fig. 1. Examples of server system power breakdown [12].

For instance, Figure 3 compares 45nm and 32nm commercial CMOS technology temperature-delay dependence for an inverter chain. For low-power (i.e., low Vdd) servers in future technologies, we can observe this temperature reversal. For other types of technologies (e.g., non-planar devices), the trend may be different.

B. Circuit Lifetime Reliability Analysis

There are many temperature-dependent failure mechanisms in modern CMOS technologies: delay degradation caused by hot carrier injection (HCI) and negative bias temperature instability (NBTI), and hard failures caused by electromigration (EM), time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) and stress migration (SM).

HCI slows down transistors when they are switching, while NBTI increases the threshold voltage of PMOS transistors (and hence slows them down) when they are on. Drive current degradation due to HCI and threshold voltage degradation due to NBTI are plotted in Figure 4, with different expected lifetimes.

Based on mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) expressions in [15] and fitted values in [15]–[17], we can conclude that MTTF halves every 10°C for both SM and EM and it halves every 20°C for TDDB. Comparing the different hard failure mechanisms, TDDB is projected as the largest challenge with technology scaling [15]. In this work we consider TDDB as the hard failure reliability constraint of raising temperature. For TDDB, voltage and temperature dependence are plotted in Figure 5.

Although the processor is commonly the most power consuming component, it is not the most critical component for server reliability. Hard drives, as shown in Table I [10], are the most commonly replaced components. Moreover, based on the study [11] by Google, the disk drive lifetime has no obvious relationship with the server inlet air temperature. This shows that a higher operating temperature might not harm the overall reliability too much even for current server products. The conclusion matches the proof of concept experiment by Intel [18].

III. DATA CENTER POWER ANALYSIS

To demonstrate the potential of raising the operating temperature, we perform analysis on both an industrial level processor design and a cooling system model calibrated under real operating conditions.

A. Server power analysis

1) Server power distribution: As the temperature of operation increases, the power consumption of the server hardware also increases. As shown in power breakdown examples in Figure 1, the processor consumes the most power in the server systems. In this analysis, we only consider the temperature dependence of the processor. We assume that the other server components have constant power consumption. A similar assumption is also adopted by [19] and supported by their empirical observations. Memory components such as DRAMs are also reported to be quite consistent across different temperatures as in [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hard drive</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>SCSI cable</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motherboard</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>Fan</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAID card</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>CD-ROM</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Raid Controller</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

Relative frequency of hardware component failures that require replacement for an Internet service providing server system
Fig. 5. Normalized TDDB lifetime v.s. temperatures and supply voltages. The values are derived from [15]

2) Processor power analysis: To analyze processor power under different temperatures, we implement the Leon3 processor [21] using commercial tools [22] with a commercial 45nm technology. Power and delay are calculated using standard cell libraries (.lib) which are characterized using SPICE under different temperatures. The processor power at different temperatures and utilization rates is plotted in Figure 6.

B. Data center cooling system

The basic function of a cooling system is to move the heat from the cooling objective to the ambient world through coolant circulation. The cooling efficiency is mainly controlled through adjusting the coolant flow rate and coolant temperature.

To model the temperature dependence of the cooling system, the analytical model in [23] for the data center cooling efficiency is used. Each component in a cooling system has a characteristic formula to simulate its behavior. The scenario of the model in [23] is shown in Figure 7(a).

To further model the scenario when the chiller is turned off (as shown in Figure 7(b)), we remove the central chiller, and directly use the coolant from cooling tower.

To simulate the cooling power consumption at different target inlet temperatures, we modified the configurations of the cooling system. For the first scenario with a chiller, we changed the chiller output water temperature while keeping coolant flow rates as constants to meet target inlet temperature. For the second scenario, we tuned the coolant flow rates, as they are the only factors related to inlet temperature. The initial configuration data is the same as that in [23].

Fig. 6. The breakdown of total power, dynamic power and leakage power at different temperature points and utilization rates (50% and 5%): leakage power increases with temperature, while dynamic power remains almost constant

Fig. 7. Cooling scenarios: with chiller (top) [23] and with free cooling (bottom). A chiller is used to further reduce the coolant temperature if it is required for higher cooling efficiency. CRAC stands for the computer room air-conditioning.

IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RESULTS

To demonstrate the potential benefit of raising the server’s target operating temperature, we also changed the processor configuration and design to compensate the impacts of temperature on reliability and delay.

A. Lifetime Reliability Compensation

Increased temperatures can reduce the reliability and lifetime of processors. This can be compensated at the design stage by a variety of techniques. For example, operating at a lower supply voltage will greatly increase the MTTF of TDDB. Figure 5 shows the TDDB MTTF versus both temperature and supply voltage. There are many other architecture/circuit level techniques to improve the reliability [24]–[26].

In our experiments, we lowered the processor operating voltage to achieve the same TDDB MTTF constraints under different junction temperatures as shown in Table II. As a side effect, soft errors can increase with reduced supply voltage which can be compensated through hardware design changes (e.g. [27], [28]). As the maximum voltage reduction is less than 1% of the nominal supply voltage, we expect such overheads to be small. In the experiments, we focus on the lifetime reliability and did not model the additional hardware cost for the soft error compensation.

For other circuit aging effects such as NBTI and HCI, we compensate for the impact of temperature rising by adding extra delay margin to the processor, which will be discussed in Section IV. B.

B. Delay Compensation

To compensate for delay degradation due to a lower operating voltage, higher temperature and larger amount of circuit aging, we improve the processor performance by threshold voltage assignment to replace original gates with the gates that have lower threshold voltages. The extra delay margin is calculated to account for delay degradation due to NBTI and HCI with 3 year expected lifetime, i.e. about 6% for 50°C temperature increase. Table II shows the configuration with same MTTF and delay. D.P. stands for dynamic power.

C. Power Saving Results

We simulate the data center power by combining the power model in Table II and the data center cooling system model
described in Section III.B. Simulation results are plotted in Figure 8. By raising the maximum tolerable inlet air temperature from 25°C to 35°C, the total data center power is reduced by 2% to 5% without an economizer, while with the economizer the power saving can be 10% to 30% under the typical data center processor utilization rates between 5% to 50% [29].

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we started with the observation that circuit performance is becoming less sensitive or even inversely dependent on temperature. To evaluate the benefit of increasing data center operating temperature, we analyzed the temperature-dependence of circuit reliability and cooling system efficiency. With co-optimization of both processor design and cooling system, simulation results showed 10% to 30% of total data center power savings by raising the inlet air temperature by 10°C, while keeping the same performance and reliability targets.
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